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Abstract. Image segmentation and object detection is challenging problem in many research. Although many 
algorithms for image segmentation have been invented, there is no simple algorithm for image segmentation and 
object detection. Our research is based on combination of several methods for object detection. The first method 
suitable for image segmentation and object detection is colour detection. This method is very simply, but there is 
problem with different colours. For this method it is necessary to have precisely determined colour of segmented 
object before all calculations. In many cases it is necessary to determine this colour manually. Alternative simply 
method is method based on background removal. This method is based on difference between reference image and 
detected image. In this paper several methods suitable for object detection are described. Thisresearch is focused on 
coloured object detection on chessboard. The results from this research with fusion of neural networks for user-
computer game checkers will be applied. 

1 Introduction 

Image segmentation is the process of dividing pixels in 
an image into categories based on shared visual 
characteristics like a shared edge, colour, texture etc. The 
image segmentation is an important first step in object 
detection. Although many algorithms for image 
segmentation have been invented, there is no simple 
algorithm usable for all cases of image segmentation and 
object detection. For this detection, it is necessary to use 
combination of several methods for example colour 
segmentation and background removal. In case of colour 
segmentation, it is necessary to have precisely determined 
colour of searched object. In many cases, it is necessary 
to determine colour manually. The next problem in image 
segmentation and object detection is an added noise to 
signal by sensors. This noise, in case of camera withpoor 
lighting of the scene, can be added. In this paper several 
method suitable for object detection on chess board are 
described. 

2 Usable methods for detection 

2.1 Background removal 

The background removal method is very simply method 
for object detection. This method is based on deduction 
of frame without any object from frame with object. The 
result is areas with segmented object. For using of this 
method, it is necessary to use an object with different 
color than background. This method is mathematically 

very simply and algorithm is described using equation (1), 
(2) and (3). The equation (1) describes a case when object 
is fitted on black squares (brighter object than 
background) and equation (2) describes case, when object 
is fitted on white squares (darker object than background). 
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where: I[F(n)] is an image without background, I[I(n)] is 
an captured image by camera, I[BG]is first captured 
image – background.  

An alternative of this method is possible to use an 
image difference. For this case alternative equation is 
used (3) 
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where: I[F(n-1)] is a previous captured image, Tr is user 
selected threshold. 

The main problem in case of background removal 
applied to chessboard is necessary to have pair of images. 
The first image is for case, when the object is fitted on 
black squares, the second for case, when object is fitted 
on white squares. It is not possible use universal 
algorithm, because when object is fitted on white squares, 
the maximal value will be less than 255 in case of 8 bit 
colour channels. If first algorithm is used, the object will 
be lost in saturation. For this case, it is necessary to use a 
subtraction captured image from template. The 
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background removal method and its implementation are 
described in detail in 1. 

2.2 Colour segmentation 

The colour segmentation is based on extraction similar 
shared visual characteristic – colour. The several types of 
colour spaces exist in the world. The main colour space is 
called RGB space. This space is based on red, green and 
blue component. Every from these component partially 
carry an information about brightness. Also, RGB is 
suitable for colour LCD display, but very bad for colour 
segmentation and analysis because of the high correlation 
among the R, G, and B components. From this case, it is 
necessary to use different colour space. In our case, we 
are using a HSV colour space. The conversion from RGB 
to HSV model is provided using equations (4) to (10). 

�� 	 ��� � �� 	 ��� � �� 	 ���        (4) 

where Rn, Gn and Bn are normalized RGB components 
(Result is in range from 0 to 1), the b is a bit length of 
each colour component. ���� 	 �� ���! ��! ���                       (5) ��"� 	 �#����! ��! ���                    (6) $	 ���� 
 ��"�                                   (7) 

where Cmax is maximal value from normalised RGB 
components, Cmin is minimal value from RGB normalises 
components 
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Figure 1. HSV color space. 
 
The main advantage of HSV over the RGB is 

separated colours information. This information is called 
Hue, Saturation and Value 2, 3. 

3 Proposed approach 

3.1 Background removal 

In our research, background removal algorithm was 
tested first. The background removal flowchart is shown 
at Figure 2. 
 

 

Figure 2. The background removal flowchart. 
 
At first, algorithm capture template which is used as 

reference scene. After this process, algorithm starts 
periodically capturing the scene. The segmented object 
using the equations (1) and (2) is calculated and results 
are shown at Figure 3. At Figure 3 left side, segmented 
black squares is shown, at right side, segmented white 
squares is shown. 

 

 

Figure 3. Segmented objects: black squares (left), white squares 
(right). 

 

 

Figure 4. Final view of segmented and detected objects. 
 
In this method, it is the main problem in case of 

wrongly selected threshold. Also, threshold can be 
selected correctly, but if lighting scenes can have small 
changes, which can cause totally wrong results. The next 
problem in background removal method is problem with 
similar colors – object and square. In this case, the object 
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is lost in the background and detection is not possible. 
The example of this problem is shown at Figure 5 and 
Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 5. Wrongly segmented objects. 
 

 

Figure 6. Wrongly segmented objects. 

 
At Figure 6 the wrongly segmented object is shown. 

In case of grey object (undetected object in the lower part 
of image), the colour is mostly identic and algorithms are 
not able to detect this object. In case of blue object 
(undetected object on the top of image), is also problem 
with colour and hue but for this case, it is necessary to 
use extended algorithm for object detection like as 
circular object detection. Possible algorithms are 
described in the next chapters and in papers 4, 5, 6. 

3.2 Colour segmentation and object detection 

The colour detection is based on detection an object with 
same/similar colour in the image. The models used 
during all word are RGB and HSV colour model. The 
RGB model is mainly used for displays. This colour 
model is based on Red, Green and Blue component. 
Every from component partially carry an information 
about brightness. Also, RGB is suitable for colour display, 
but very bad for colour scene segmentation and analysis 
because of the high correlation among the R, G, and B 
components. The result of colour segmentation is shown 
at Figure 7. 

Using the results shown at Figure 7, the disadvantage 
of RGB colour model is possible to read. For case of red 
colour is possible to found maximal values (on red 
channel) which is shown in this cannel as a white colour, 
but additional information about colour is also written in 
another component. This colour model can be used only 

for strictly red, green and blue colours. For this case it is 
necessary to use different colour model called HSV – 
Hue, Saturation and Value. This colour model has very 
big advantage comparison with RGB model – the colour 
component is not correlated. The RGB colour model for 
object detection with fusion of depth map in 7 was used.  

 

 

 

Figure 7. Example of RGB color channels. 

 

 

 
Figure 8. HSV color model. 
 

At Figure 8 main difference with comparison RGB 
color model shown at Figure 7 is possible to shown. In 
case of HSV, the all information about colour in hue and 
saturation channel is written. The information from these 
channels are shown at Figure 9. This colour model is 
suitable for colour detection of objects.  Also, from 
Figure 7 and Figure 8 it is possible to recognize problem 
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with grey objects on a chessboard. These object is not 
possible to found using every known image processing 
methods, for case, when these object are fitted on the 
black squares. For our purpose it is neccary to use colours 
diiferent from black or white colours like a yellow, red, 
green, etc. 

 

 
Figure 9. Hue and Saturation channel. 

 

 
Figure 10. The color detection flowchart. 

 
At Figure 10, the colour detection flowchart is shown. 

The algorithm after start capture scene which contain 
colour of the object which will be searched using 
algorithm. This sample is located in defined position. 
From this defined areas are calculated statistical values 
like average and standard deviation for all colour 
channels. These statistical values are calculated using 
equations (11) and (12). After this process, algorithm 
periodically captures a scene, calculate a threshold using 
statistical values, find all position of object and draw 
these positions to the original image. The colour 
segmentation algorithm is described using equation (13). 

 K 	 ( LMN  "M"OL                                     (11) 

P 	 (QLMN � " 
  K��M"OL                            (12) 
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where x is a pixel value in scene on defined position, bcde(and bfgh are a Hue/Saturation values of a pixel x,  

bicde  and bifgh  are an average Hue/Saturation values 
calculated at start of the algorithm from the template, jcde and jfgh are a standard deviations calculated from 
the template. 

 

 

Figure 11. Threshold (left) and segmented (right) scene - Red 
objects. 

 
At the Figure 11, threshold and segmented scene is 

shown.  
 

 

Figure 12. Detected red objects in the scene. 

4 Results and discussion 

At the Figure 13 our testing platform is shown. This 
platform is based on Basler acA-2500-14uc USB3 
camera. 
 

 

Figure 13. Testing platform. 
 
In our research a several settings was tested for each 

method. During our testing, several advantages and 
disadvantages of suitable methods were found. These 
parameters of suitable methods are written in the Table 1 
and Table 2. 
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Table 1. Background removal parameters. 

Background removal 

Advantages

Easy implementation 

Fast calculation 

Colour independence 

Disadvantages
Need template before calculations 

Totally out when template is moved 

Table 2. Color segmentation parameters. 

Colour segmentation 

Advantages
Easy implementation 

Colour selection 

Disadvantages

Problems with lighting of scene 

Need colour template before calculations 

Convert RGB -> HSV colour model 

Higher time consumption 

Table 3. Time consumption of both methods. 

Method 

Average Time 

consumption (s) 

Background removal 0.14 

Colour segmentation 0.45 
 

 

Figure 14. Detected red objects using background removal and 
color detection. 
 

At Figure 14 the detected red objects using colour 
detection and background removal are shown. The 
detected centres using background removal using a red 
cross and black circles marks centres detected using 
colour segmentation are shown. The results are synthesis 
of detected centre using both methods. When calculated 
centres are located in defined interval between each 
detected centre, this point is shown in the result scene.   

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, methods for detection object placed on the 
chessboard are described. In this paper method of 
background removal was described. This method has 
satisfactory results and this method will be applied to the 
final system. The method of background removal is very 
sensitive for correctly selected threshold. The alone 

method detects all types of objection shapes and find a 
centroid of these object. For our purpose it is necessary to 
implement method of detection circular objects. Also, in 
this paper method based on color segmentation was 
described. In this method is necessary to know all 
parameters of colour – hue, value and saturation. These 
parameters from template are calculated. This method is 
based on detection specific colour and without change 
this method is not possible to detect another colour using 
one setting. At present, the colour of the object is selected 
manually. In this project will be defined two colours for 
players –for example green and red. In future, algorithm 
after start will be calibrated using special template with 
fitted game coins. In the future, algorithm from defined 
places records colour of game coins and if the colours 
will be different, game starts. For trouble-free game 
playing, it will be necessary to implement fusion of 
described methods – background removal and colour 
segmentation. The final research will be constructed as 
fusion of background removal, colour segmentation and 
circuit detection.  These methods are implemented yet, 
but it is necessary to implement these methods with 
circular detection. This method is based on circular 
Hough transformation. At present, the both methods are 
implemented as complementary system, when if both 
detected centres are similar (in defined range), the object 
is marked as detected. In the future this rule will be 
modified. The object will be marked in case, if minimal 
two from three methods correctly detect centre of object. 
The results from this research will be applied to the user-
computer game called checkers. 
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